Diversity, it’s out of hand!!

Logline: Whites are supreme and cultured and diverse people don’t belong in our
society.
Tagline: We need to erase our differences.

Harleen Gill, Emma Niszczak, Ella Linton, Danielle Cranston, and
Alaina Soulliere
Shot 1: Statistic on black screen…

“Racism makes me question myself and why things have to be
this way… I wondered one day what it would be like to be white and
how much better my life would probably be.”(voice over Danielle)
-Andrew, 19
Shot 2: Interview of a white person saying that the diverse people don’t belong,
they are wearing very bland and boring clothes.
Shot 3: (Harleen) Shoot scene in the bathroom and she is trying to cover up the
running mascara and all her sadness.
Shot 4-7: Flash of people, white, black, “cultured”, etc. Whites are perfect and
almost don’t seem real, they are all bland clothes and hairstyles. Cultured people are
sad and have mascara running down their face and bruises all over their faces..
Everyone is either looking into the camera or looking to the side of the camera and the
pictures/still videos only last a second or less.*really intense music(but still you are
able to hear the person speaking on the voiceover) and narration voice
over.(matchup duration of flashes with voice over)
Shot 8: Statistic on black screen.Statistics: Statistic graph and narrative
voiceover of what it means and quotes from the author of the article.
**”This is happening”**
Quotes:The U.S. is projected to have no racial or ethnic group as its majority
within the next several years, and that day is already here for the nation’s youngest
children AND The bureau’s estimates released today, say that just over half – 50.2% –
of U.S. babies younger than 1 year old were racial or ethnic minorities.
Website: Pewresearch.org Author: D’Vera Cohn
Shot 9:Tagline and group names: We need to erase all of our differences.  Harleen

Gill, Emma Niszczak ,Ella Linton, Danielle Cranston, and Alaina Soulliere.
Shot 10: Credits on a black screen.

Love the topic, but I need you to keep in mind this is a mock PSA that needs amped up
satire and irony. Consider, a situation where “normal whites” (in an effort to Make
America Great Again) have separated themselves from people of ethnic ancestry,
“alternative” sexuality, etc. Basically, your “normal” characters would appear plastic,
fake, “perfect”--almost like an army of clones. The key will be your narrative voiceover.
Write a bomb script. Strive to shoot with variety of cam angles/perspectives

`Narrative voiceover script: (Mr. Kaye) For shots 4-7

We used to accept people’s differences. But look how that
turned out. We let the diverse people live freely. Now,
whites are no longer predominant in our society. We gave
minorities what they wanted and they took over. We need
to stop the political correctness. All the diverse people
have to go!

